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DJ Tram joins the DJ Central Artist Roster!
Enigmatic DJ DF Tram is considered one of the quickly rising stars in the Electronic Music scene.
Now, he has brought his talents down under!
DJ Central Records are thrilled to announce the signing of DF Tram to their artist and DJ roster.
The San Francisco local is a budding DJ and has quickly risen in the underground EDM scene of the
US.
Tram is known for his unique style of mixing and producing. His down-tempo DJ sets are second
to none as far as creativity is concerned. While not behind the decks DF Tram is busy creating
thought-provoking music, as a member of ‘The Ambi-Sonic Collective.’ DF Tram captures this style
through the music he produces under his DJ moniker- unique & melodic.
His nomination in the downtempo/eclectic category at the Ibiza DJ Awards testifies to natural talent
portrayed in his music. Since then, his popularity has skyrocketed. Tram is a great addition to DJ
Central and he is sure to be making some waves behind the decks this year.
********************************************************************************
ABOUT DJ DF TRAM:
DF Tram is an enigmatic DJ and producer from San Francisco who is highly regarded in the North
American underground electronic music scene .Known for his unique style of mixing and producing,
his chill DJ sets are second to none as far as innovation is concerned.
When not behind the decks DF Tram is busy creating beautiful and thought-provoking music with
projects like The Sound Capsule, Jump/Cut and also as a member of The Ambi-Sonic Collective.
You can catch his weird and wonderful sound at one of his regular gigs at the W hotel, Qoolsf in
the bay area or in clubs and festivals around the world. DF Tram has played at some of the best
electronic music venues in the world such as "the big chill" festival (UK,) "Niceto" in (Buenos Aires,
Argentina,) "Chillits" (SF) and much more. Check out his website below to see what all the hype is
about.

www.myspace.com/dftram
www.ambi-sonic.com
********************************************************************************

ABOUT DJ CENTRAL:
DJ CENTRAL TV is a new and exciting global dance and house music TV show that features lifestyle
segments on all things youth, club, dance, and house music culture, bringing the global clubbing
nightlife to your TV screens on FOXTEL’s heralded Aurora Channel 183.
Hosted by the dynamic team along with a cast of industry names and artists from all over the
world, each week they’ll bring you the latest in dance and house music as well as featuring fashion
interviews with celebrities from film to music and sport and bringing our own unique Australian feel
to the world of dance and house music.
The shows format is built around a local club that we have selected that we feel represents the
best of all the things that the show stands for. We will have segments on the venue itself, the
latest music video clips, club competitions and promos, and even a latest news segment keeping
you up to date with all the latest gossip in the DJ Club scene.
For more information, visit the official DJ Central website: www.djcentral.tv
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